


Year 1a 1b 2a 2b 3a 3b
7 Oliver Twist

Key knowledge: Life in Victorian London; Victorian crime; the 

form of a novel; key characters; morality

Vocabulary: Villains and victims; vulnerable; corrupt; naïve; 

orphan; moral

Grammar and writing: composing a topic sentence; the subject; 

subject/verb agreement; the past simple tense

A Midsummer Night’s Dream

Key knowledge: Life in Elizabethan England; life in ancient 

Athens; Shakespeare’s life; key characters; the love potion; 

Elizabethan family relationships; the form of a play

Vocabulary: soliloquy; severe; conflict; unrequited love; to 

mock; chaos

Grammar and writing: using evidence; pronoun ambiguity; 

prepositional phrases; run-on sentences; punctuating speech

Poetry Anthology

Key knowledge: structure and use of metaphor; poetic forms; ‘The 

Tyger’; ‘The Eagle’; lives of Blake and Tennyson

Vocabulary: metaphor; literal language; metaphorical language; 

tenor; vehicle; ground

Grammar and writing: writing about unseen texts; temporal 

clauses; paragraphing; avoiding fragments; extended narrative 

writing

8 The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes

Key knowledge: Scientific developments in the Victorian Era; 

class and society in Victorian England; the detective genre; 

duality; periodicals

Vocabulary: to enlighten; deduction; scandal; periodical; 

introspective; dual nature; observation

Grammar and writing: Discourse markers; linking paragraphs; 

complex sentences; correcting fragments; independent clauses

The Tempest

Key knowledge: The Elizabethan age of exploration; 

colonialism; nature/nurture; the form of a comedy; subplots; 

soliloquy and monologue; Italian city-states

Vocabulary: colonialism; to usurp; tempest; treason; callous; 

pathos; nurture; tragicomedy

Grammar and writing: Closed book analysis; composing a 

balanced argument; subordinate clause; correcting comma 

splicing

Animal Farm

Key knowledge: Allegory; Orwell’s life and times; the Russian 

revolution; reoccurring imagery; irony and corruption

Vocabulary: allegory; tyrant; rebellion; harvest; propaganda; cult of 

personality; treacherous; authorial intent

Grammar and writing: Creative writing; extended metaphor; 

writing character; describing settings

9 Jane Eyre

Key knowledge: Victorian attitudes to children and childhood; 

rural isolation; Christianity; Victorian sickness; juxtaposition

Vocabulary: dependant; to oppress; juxtaposition; thesis; to 

humiliate; hypocrite; comeuppance

Grammar and writing: Sustaining a thesis; apostrophe of 

omission; avoiding present tense apostrophe errors

Romeo and Juliet

Key knowledge: The Prologue; foreshadowing; the form of a 

tragedy; AC Bradley’s lectures on Shakespearean character; the 

sonnet form

Vocabulary: tragic; sonnet; feud; status quo; obstacle; 

hyperbole; tragic flaw; exile; foreshadow; catastrophe

Grammar and writing: Commenting on literary theory; 

advoiding contractions; apostrophe of possession; apostrophes 

for word ending in –s; it’s and its

Diverse Short Stories

Key knowledge: 

Vocabulary: extended metaphor; epic poetry; procrastinate

Grammar and writing: Comparing texts; chronological and non-

chronological composition; first and third person narratives

Subject: English
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10 Poetry Anthology

Key knowledge: parental love, 

romantic love, unrequited 

love, poetic devices

Vocabulary: stanza; imagery; 

enjambment; perspective; 

narrative; free verse, cesura, 

poetic devices, tone, mood, 

voice, purpose, persona, 

lexical sets, extended 

metaphors, reflexive, 

reflective, anaphora, form, 

structure, meter, rhyme, 

rhythm, movement, meaning, 

conveyed, explored, inferred

Grammar and writing:

Analytical writing; topic 

sentences; discourse markers; 

structure – what, how and 

why, comparative statements, 

embedded quotations, 

explanations of language 

devices/ mood/ tone, tracking 

writer’s intent, pace, purpose 

and climax. 

A Christmas Carol

Key knowledge: Victorian 

traditions and Victorian  

London; Charles Dickens; 

social responsibility; class 

system; supernatural; 

characters and themes

Vocabulary: redemption; 

poverty; social 

inequality/injustice; 

antithesis; emblematic; 

political diatribe, authorial 

intent, context, themes, 

genre conventions, covetous, 

emphatically, intimidation, 

social class, marginalisation, 

impropriety, despondent 

Grammar and Writing: 

Semi-colons, fused 

sentences, comma splices, 

textual/ cross referenced 

statements, embedded 

quotations, sequenced ideas, 

topic sentences, discourse 

markers

Macbeth

Key knowledge: Shakespearean conventions, the 

right to the throne, the supernatural, women in 

the Jacobean era, betrayal, ambition, characters 

and themes, dramatic devices

Vocabulary: tyrant, treachery, regicide, harmatia, 

hubris, foreshadowing, tragedy, paranoia, 

masculinity, femininity, obsession, hierarchy, 

audience, corruption, deceit, divinity, rights, 

immoral, authorial intent, context, themes, 

inferior, superior, emasculating, hypocrisy, 

façade, manipulative, puppeteer, impulsive, 

callous, intuitive, metaphysical, virtuous, 

hierarchy, patriarchal, dominant, weak, 

misogyny, marginalisation

Grammar and writing:  Discursive writing 

techniques: topic sentences, discourse markers, 

what-how-why paragraphs, embedded 

quotations, analytical statements, contextual 

front sentences to inform analysis, tracking of the 

text, comparative statements, refences to 

thematical and character choices, synthesis of 

ideas, evaluation statements of character or 

themes, sequences ideas, clearly constructed 

paragraphs, thesis statements

An Inspector Calls

Key knowledge: social class system, 

Edwardian society, socialism, 

capitalism, exploitation, conscience, 

well-made play, gender and attitudes, 

characters and themes

Vocabulary: dramatic irony, stage 

directions, exposition, climax, 

construct, façade, audience, 

generation gap, embodiment, 

oppression, morality, social 

responsibility, corruption, deceit, well-

made play, authorial intent, 

capitalism,  themes, polemic, didactic, 

hypocrisy, hierarchy, misogyny, 

oppression

Grammar and writing: 

Discursive and analytical writing, 

sequencing sentences and linked 

paragraphs, topic sentences, 

contextual fused sentences, 

embedded quotations, thematical and 

character analysis and summations, 

introductory statements, conclusive 

statements

Poetry Anthology

Key knowledge: parental 

love, romantic love, 

unrequited love, poetic 

devices, skills to decipher 

purpose/tone, 

Vocabulary: stanza; imagery; 

enjambment; perspective; 

narrative; free verse, cesura, 

poetic devices, tone, mood, 

voice, purpose, persona, 

lexical sets, extended 

metaphors, reflexive, 

reflective, anaphora, form, 

structure, meter, rhyme, 

rhythm, movement, meaning, 

conveyed, explored, inferred

Grammar and writing:

Analytical writing; topic 

sentences; discourse 

markers; structure – what, 

how and why, comparative 

statements, embedded 

quotations, explanation of 

language devices/ mood/ 

tone, tracking writer’s intent, 

pace, purpose and climax



11 Language

Key knowledge: Lang P1-

evaluation, creative writing, 

structural devices, analysis, 

writers methods, description, 

narrative, structure summary, 

Lang P2- transactional 

writing, writers methods, 

comparison, inferences, 

writing purpose, craft and 

structure, type, audience, 

purpose, rhetoric devices

Vocabulary: metaphor, 

personification, abstract noun, 

simile, narrative, descriptive, 

rhetoric devices, emotive 

language, shift, zoom, cyclical, 

evaluate, climax, register, 

compelling, structural devices 

or features, annotation, 

inference

Grammar and Writing: 

adverbial fronted clauses, 

short sentences, complex 

sentences, dialogue, range of 

sentence demarcations, 

language devices and 

features, topic sentences, 

Language and Literature 

Key knowledge: Lit P1 and 2 

context to inform analysis, 

authorial intent, viewpoint, 

construct, moral, evaluation, 

dramatic devices, audience 

reaction, essay writing, 

structured arguments, 

drawing on ideas from across 

the text.

Lang skills for exams

Vocabulary:  language 

devices, writer’s craft, 

authorial intent, narrative, 

descriptive techniques, 

writer's methods, rhetoric 

devices- ALL LIT vocab

Grammar and Writing: 

Discursive and analytical 

writing, sequencing 

sentences and linked 

paragraphs, topic sentences, 

contextual fused sentences, 

embedded quotations, 

thematical and character 

analysis and summations

Language embedding and revision

Key knowledge: Lang P2- transactional writing, 

writers methods, comparison, inferences, writing 

purpose, craft and structure, type, audience, 

purpose

Lang P1- evaluation, creative writing, structural 

devices, analysis, writers methods, description, 

narrative, rhetoric devices

Vocabulary:

Inferences, analysis, rhetoric devices, word 

classes, register, compelling, discursive, 

summary, methods, comparison, tone/mood, 

purpose, audience, structural devices, evaluative 

statements, craft

Grammar and Writing: 

Discursive writing techniques, Semi-colons, fused 

sentences, comma splices, textual/ cross 

referenced statements, embedded quotations, 

sequenced ideas, topic sentences, discourse 

markers, anecdotal statements, 

Literature and language revision key knowledge:

Language and literature revision and embedding

Lit P1- extract analysis, sequencing of texts, drawing on ideas across 

text, using context to inform analysis, writer’s craft

Lit P2- structuring essay and argument, discursive writing, 

comparative writing, skills, unseen poetry skills

Lang P1- analysis, structural devices, evaluation, creative writing, 

sequencing and structure

Lang P2- analysis, comparisons, summaries, writers methods, 

transactional writing, sequencing and structure, purpose, audience.

Vocabulary: ALL from ACROSS Y10/11

Grammar and Writing: 

AL from ACROSS Y10/Y11

VOCAB for LANG is skill based

VOCAB for LIT is analytically based



Year 1a 1b 2a 2b 3a 3b

12 Teacher 1:

Linguistic frameworks and application:

Key knowledge: word classes and functions; syntax, phrases, 

clauses and sentences; how layout impacts meaning; 

pragmatic knowledge to understand meaning

Vocabulary: Genre, audience, register, mode, purpose; lexis 

and semantics; word classes; grammar; graphology; 

pragmatics; phonology; discourse and vocabulary linked to 

these areas of analysis

Teacher 1:

Application of knowledge to 

texts

Key knowledge: how to 

identify aspects of language 

in longer texts that create 

meanings and 

representations; how the 

linguistic frameworks 

combine to create meanings

Vocabulary: meanings; 

representations; position of 

the audience

Teacher 1: 

NEA

Key knowledge: features of 

storytelling, persuasive and 

informative writings across 

different genres; the purpose 

of the features and how they 

support the context of the 

piece

Teacher 1

: Pre 19th Century texts

Key knowledge: key 

terminology from term 1a plus 

how a context can influence the 

meaning of text.

Vocabulary: Genre, audience, 

register, mode, purpose; lexis 

and semantics; word classes; 

grammar; graphology; 

pragmatics; phonology; 

discourse and vocabulary linked 

to these areas of analysis

Teacher 1: 

NEA

Key knowledge: the purpose of 

a commentary; how to 

structure a commentary; key 

terminology used to describe 

language; why certain features 

are effective

Vocabulary: Genre, audience, 

register, mode, purpose; lexis 

and semantics; word classes; 

grammar; graphology; 

pragmatics; phonology; 

discourse and vocabulary 

linked to these areas of 

analysis

13 Teacher 1: 

children's language 

acquisition

- Spoken language

Key knowledge: stages of 

development, theorists 

relating to language 

acquisition, Child directed 

speech

Vocabulary: holophrastic 

stage; telegraphic and post-

telegraphic stage; 

reduplication; diminutives; 

positive reinforcement; 

scaffolding; MKO; ZPD; 

Teacher 1: 

Children’s language 

acquisition

- Literacy development

Key knowledge: literacy; 

phonics; blending sounds; 

stages of literacy 

development; creativity V 

accuracy 

Vocabulary: morphemes; 

over and under extension; 

graphemes and phonemes; 

tripod grip; motor skills; 

directionality

Teacher 1: 

Revision for examination

Subject: English Language 
A Level
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12 Key knowledge

Introduction to language varieties. Language and 

region. Regional and national variation and attitudes 

towards these. Language and social groups, language 

and occupation. 

Vocabulary

Dialect, accent, standard English, sociolect, idiolect, 

received pronunciation, colloquialisms, slang, 

convergence, divergence, Estuary English, 

accommodation theory, covert/overt prestige, prestige 

variety, stigmatised variety.

Writing skills

Annotating, constructing analytical paragraphs, writing 

with an opinion. 

Key knowledge 

Language and gender, differences between men and 

women’s use of language, deficit, dominance, 

difference and diversity approach. Representations of 

gender through language. 

Analysing writer’s use of language to convey a 

viewpoint.

Vocabulary

Folk linguistics, gender neutral terms, 

marked/unmarked terms, uptalk, vocal fry. 

Writing skills 

Responding to data types, discursive essay writing and 

writing about language issues to non-specialist 

audiences. 

Key knowledge 

Approaches when investigating language, methods of 

data collection, methodology of research and ethical 

considerations. Language change.

Vocabulary

Data, reliable, empirical, objective/subjective, 

hypothesis, methodology, qualitative, quantitative, 

ethically sound, social variables, linguistic variables, 

observer’s paradox.

Writing skills

Writing investigation, analysing data, constructing 

arguments, evaluating data. 

13 Key knowledge

Significant language changes since 1700s, types of 

language change: lexical, semantic, phonological, 

grammatical. Leading causes  of language change. 

World Englishes and varieties. 

Vocabulary

Borrowing, loan words, neologism, compounding, 

derivation, backformation, clipping, blending, 

acronyms, initialisms. Morphology (prefixes, suffixes 

and infixes). 

Key knowledge 

Different attitudes to language change and language 

use. Prescriptivism and Descriptivism

Robert Lowth ,Jean Aitchson, Robert Lane Greene. 

Political correctness. Methods of language spread: 

functional theory, random fluctuation theory, S-curve 

model and Wave model. 

Vocabulary 

Declinism, complaint tradition, sticklerism, 

reflectionism, determinism, semantic reclamation, 

Revision, focusing on study skills and exam technique.

Subject: English Language A Level – Paper 2
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12 Cat on a Hot Tin Roof (Teacher 2)

Key knowledge: Patriarchal society. Theme of mendacity. 

Literary critical theory: Psychoanalytical and New Historicist. 

Dramatic conventions.

Vocabulary: Peripeteia; archetype; mendacity; duplicity; 

dialogue; dramatic irony; stereotype.

Grammar and writing: Using quotations effectively; subject 

specific terminology; sentence structures.

Othello (Teacher 1)

Key knowledge: Jacobean Tragedy. Content of the play. 

Critical interpretations. How to critically read.

Vocabulary: Prosaic, heroic verse, soliloquy, hyperbole, 

denouement, crisis, chaos, antithesis.

Writing : Analytical techniques with terminology. Written 

expression for essay response. 

Oranges are not the only fruit (Teacher 2)

Key knowledge: Autobiographical writing; Historical and 

political context; religious language and imagery; 

significance of titles (bible); Binary system; postmodernism.

Vocabulary: metafiction; postmodernism; demonic imagery; 

binary; malleability; bildungsroman.

Grammar and writing: narrative voice and structure; subject 

specific terminology.

Pre-1900 Poetry Anthology (teacher 1)

Key knowledge: Poetic devices used. Social and historical 

context. Poetic forms. Poetic movements. Critical views.

Vocabulary: Archaic language  in poems.

Writing: Critical reading of poetry and developing 

comparative responses. 

The Great Gatsby (Teacher 2)

Key knowledge: Role of women/men in 1920s America; 

prohibition; authority roles in 1920s America; Social class and 

wealth.

Vocabulary: pathetic fallacy; setting; unreliable narration; 

symbolism; honesty and betrayal; American Dream.

Grammar and writing: narrative voice;  writing informed and 

relevant responses which are accurately written and use 

appropriate concepts and terminology; creating effective 

connections across texts.

13 Feminine Gospels (Teacher 1)

Key knowledge: How to group poems together under theme, 

techniques employed and purpose.3 waves of Feminism. 

Feminist poetry in context.

Vocabulary: Colloquial language and archaic language. 

Enjambment, free verse. 

Writing: Linking poems in a shared context, essay form, 

beginning with the answer, using textual reference 

effectively.

Approaches to unseen extracts: Prose and Poetry (Teacher 

2)

Key knowledge: AQA requirements; Narrative structure; 

Time and place; Characterisation; Point of view.

Vocabulary: tension; character; theme; Mood; 

atmosphere

Writing: writing informed and relevant responses which 

are accurately written and use appropriate concepts and 

terminology; creating effective connections across texts.

Revision of all texts:

Strategies

• Using the internet wisely for revision

• Flashcards

• Recall strategies

• Reduce and retain

• Practice exam questions

• Mini-exam responses

Revision of all texts:

Strategies

Using the internet wisely for revision

Flashcards

Recall strategies

Reduce and retain

Practice exam questions

Mini-exam responses

Subject: English Literature A Level


